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c- = no change

c+ = change

SRWL +1.68

SRSIT -28.00

BHMSR-WL (c-) 

SRWL -81.01

SRSIT -82.24

BHMSR-WL (c+)

SRWL -33.11

SRSIT -39.00

BHMSR-WL (c+)

Winterlight analysis: 
53 acoustic 

features, e.g., SRWL

Evaluated repeated measures correlation (RRM) between longitudinal 
changes in Winterlight speaking rate (SRWL) and SIT SR (SRSIT).

 Univariate BHM of SRWL (BHMSR-WL)
 Multivariate BHM (BHMMV) captured group and individual changes over time
 Changed in any articulatory feature measured using BHMMV (BHMMV-AA).
 Changes benchmarked with SRSIT minimum detectable change (MDCSR-SIT) = -36.57 WPM [1].

Repeated measures correlation  
between SRSIT and SRWL was 0.63, 
suggesting a relationship between 
longitudinal changes in features. 

MDCSR-SIT and BHMSR-WL identified 13 and 18 
individuals as changers. Of 13 MDCSR-SIT changers, 
10 (77%) were identified by BHMSR-WL 

SRWL

SRSIT

BHMSR-WL

BHMMV

BHMMV-AA r=-0.30,

p=0.01

Presence of change in any articulatory feature (BHMMV-AA) correlated with SRSIT change 
(r=-0.30, p=0.01)

Discussion

Clinically-relevant, individual change over time in a cohort of ALS patients could be 
tracked using an acoustic analysis pipeline via hierarchical modeling. MV models will 
continue to be developed that mitigate effects of multicollinearity.
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Results

RRM=0.63

N (F), reps 62 (23), 3.8
Age 57.5 [10.8]

FRS-bulb 12.0 [1.8]
INTSIT 99.0 [3.0]
SRSIT 167.5 [51.5] 

94% HDI excludes 0 => “real” change

0

3% 97%

Fitted BHMs for different univariate/multivariate cases

Background

Remote speech technologies show great promise for 
detecting and tracking bulbar ALS. We sought to 
longitudinally validate a novel speech assessment 
platform, at both individual and group levels, with respect 
to the current clinical gold standard of Speaking Rate.



Hypothese
 We could capture group and individual changes over 

time
 Patterns of acoustic changes would relate to clinical 

indices of change.

Methods

Participants 
read Bamboo 

passage

Bayesian 
hierarchical 

modeling (BHM)FRS = ALS Functional Rating Scale (Revised); INT = 
intelligibility; SR = Speaking Rate, SIT = sentence 
intelligibility test; reps = mean repetitions/person

Demographics of ALS cohort Analysis overview


